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feel jealousy and be resentful of our

we treat someone roughly, we should

partner. We might love this person, on
the one hand, but also feel things that
cause us to suffer very much, on the

imagine being

other, such as jealousy. In some cases
this can even lead to suicide or hurting
the other, which doesn't have much to
do with love at all.

in his or her situation

gories of work, meditation and prayer,
which has a special place, this may

and ask ourselves how we would feel
if we were ireated like that. If we pick

mislead me into thinking that I don't
need to make the effort to attain the

on other people's mistakes, we should
consider howwewouldfeel in their po
sition. Perhaps we would then come to
the conclusion: "The way I'm behaving
isn't right!"

Are we allowed to expect our love to
be reciprocated?

How can we learn to have more respect

No, love should be given without the
expectation of receiving something in
retum. For example, we might give a
friend something special for Christmas,
and then we might receive something
that isn't quite as special in retum. We

might think: "Well, then I'll give him
something that isn't special next time!"
We become calculating. Or we hope
that we'll receive something in retum
whenwe help someone. But if we really
want to give love and compassion, then
we should do it without expectation or
hope for compensation. We should do
it according to the needs of the others.
A mother knows instinctively what her
child needs, and she gives without ex
pectation. That's how we should behave. We should be equally compassionate towards everyone. Love is desiring
happiness and well-being for others.

for other cultures, or for people
of different skin colour or oigin?

By destroying old concepts and

is better

ciety. The boundary that we call "mine"

idea behind Buddhist texts should also
be lived out during our time at work, to
reduce our annoyance, jealousy or fius-

family, " my" friends, " my" country
inward-looking way of thinking - is the
root of many boundaies inWestem soautomatically ignores others

-

people

we do not have to concem ourselves
with. This concept has to be thrown
overboard and a new one has to take

place namely,that of equality. Everyone stives for happiness and well

tration.

How canwe dismiss our doubts about
the importance of practising love and

its

compassion?

being. No one wants to suffer. We have

We ofien say "I don't care," or "That
has nothing to do with me, that's not
my problem!" But it does concem us

to develop this empathy more. When
we meet people in Nepal, particularly
ajler the earthquake catastrophe, with
love and compassion, when they stand
before us and ask for help, we want to
help them even though they are complete strangers. The concept of'my"
family, "my" friends" no longer matters;
we iust help. That's the kind of empathy

we need to develop.

not possible. In the first place, we have
to produce understanding for the other
and see that other beings are equal to
us. This is based on the fact that all
beings equally strive for joy and wellbeing; even animals. Every being strives for happiness and wants to avoid
suffering. We can reflect on this in
everyday life or meditate and go inside
ourselves and always reflect on the fact
thctt everyone and everything stivesfor
happiness and well-being if we keep
all this in mind, then love and compas
sion develop of their own accord. If

help, whether it's of a religious, philosophical or psy chological
nature. And this is exactly what I need
to practice in everyday lift. And whether we compare ourselves to others
in the class at school, and ludge who

dressed, who has the better
or
better
grades, we need inner
figure
strength for this kind of challenge. The

How can we practice love and com-

other. Without understanding, love is

will need more

"*y"
- this

deve-

loping new ones. The concept of

passion?
The most important part of letting love
grow is having understanding for the

calm of meditation in my everyday hfe;

I stillmightbe dfficult during my eight
hours'work. I may then be jealous, an
noyed, impatient and depressed and I

Does this mean that we should become conscious of how to behave in
a holistic way, and that our everyday
behwiour cdnnot be separated from
spiritual practices such as meditation

the way others feel, because we are all
dependent on one another, we are all
linked to one another. We can't do without the others,whether in our business
or private lives; our success depends on
others and we can't achieve anything
all by ourselves. We can't just lay claim
to happiness and well-being for ourselves, but we have to also look after the
common good and thctt of others.

Thank you for the interview I

andyoga?

Our spiritual practice, philosophical
mindset

or

psychological advice al-

ways relates to the development of our
human nature, and doesn't fit into one
category; it relates to inner peace, love
and compassion, which means that we
can't separote our everyday lives from
our spiritual practice. They belong to
gether. If I divide my time into cate
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